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Using Commercial Amateur Astronomical Spectrographs (The Patrick Moore Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2013

	Amateur astronomers interested in learning more about astronomical spectroscopy now have the guide they need. It provides detailed information about how to get started inexpensively with low-resolution spectroscopy, and then how to move on to more advanced  high-resolution spectroscopy. Uniquely, the instructions concentrate very much on...
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Security for Wireless Implantable Medical Devices (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	In the treatment of chronic diseases, wireless Implantable Medical Devices (IMDs) are commonly used to communicate with an outside programmer (reader). Such communication raises serious security concerns, such as the ability for hackers to gain access to a patient’s medical records. This brief provides an overview of such attacks and...
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The Genre of Acts and Collected Biography (Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series)Cambridge University Press, 2013

	It is widely accepted by New Testament scholars that the Gospel of Luke and the Acts of the Apostles probably originated as two parts of one work by a single author. In spite of this, the books have been assigned to very different genres: Luke is traditionally viewed as a biography of Jesus, and Acts as a history of the early church....
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Oxorn Foote Human Labor and Birth, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	THE CLASSIC CHILDBIRTH HANDBOOK--COMPLETELY REVISED AND UPDATED IN FULL COLOR


	Edition after acclaimed edition, Oxorn-Foote Human Labor & Birth has provided the most comprehensive, yet accessible overview of obstetrics available. Going beyond scientific theory and a technological orientation, this landmark guide is...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2013 App Development (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Your guide to designing apps that extend the capabilities of your SharePoint site.


	Take advantage of the most important new concept in Microsoft SharePoint 2013--the app. Led by two SharePoint experts, you’ll learn development techniques such as building app lists, creating event handlers, and the major classes in the object...
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Next Generation Excel: Modeling In Excel For Analysts And MBAs (For MS Windows And Mac OS)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Take Excel to the next level in accounting and financial modeling


	In this new Second Edition of Next Generation Excel, Isaac Gottlieb shows financial analysts how to harness the full power of Excel to move forward into the new world of accounting and finance. Companies of all sizes use financial models to...
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Radiochemistry and Nuclear Chemistry, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2013

	Radiochemistry or nuclear chemistry is the study of radiation from an atomic and molecular perspective, including elemental transformation and reaction effects, as well as physical, health and medical properties.


	This revised edition of one of the earliest and best-known books on the subject has been updated to bring into teaching...
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TouchDevelop: Programming on the GoApress, 2013

	"The book is great! It's clear and easy to read, with loads of examples that showed my students what to do."       

	

	-- Larry Snyder, Emeritus Professor, University of Washington, Department of Computer Science and Engineering

	

	“Having the TouchDevelop book...
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Intrinsically Motivated Learning in Natural and Artificial SystemsSpringer, 2013

	It has become clear to researchers in robotics and adaptive behaviour that current approaches are yielding systems with limited autonomy and capacity for self-improvement. To learn autonomously and in a cumulative fashion is one of the hallmarks of intelligence, and we know that higher mammals engage in exploratory activities that are not...
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On Good Management: The Corporate Lifecycle: An essay and interviews with Franz Fehrenbach, Jürgen Hambrecht, Wolfgang Reitzle and Alexander RittwegerSpringer, 2013

	Change or die! With this stark claim begins the journey through the corporate lifecycle. Why do so many companies fail? Why do managers struggle to recognize change early or hesitate to take vigorous action? Why – and how – must the traditional lifecycle concept be modernized if it is still to provide valid orientation?
...
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Using OpenRefinePackt Publishing, 2013

	The essential OpenRefine guide that takes you from data analysis and error fixing to linking your dataset to the Web


	Overview

	
		Create links between your dataset and others in an instant
	
		Effectively transform data with regular expressions and the General Refine Expression Language
	...
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Sound - Perception - Performance (Current Research in Systematic Musicology)Springer, 2013

	Musical Performance covers many aspects like Musical Acoustics, Music Psychology, or motor and prosodic actions. It deals with basic concepts of the origin or music and its evolution, ranges over neurocognitive foundations, and covers computational, technological, or simulation solutions. This volume gives an overview about current research...
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